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The Brother SE400 computerized embroidery and sewing machine isThe Brother SE400 computerized embroidery and sewing machine is
similar to the earlier SE350 model that received rave reviews. Withsimilar to the earlier SE350 model that received rave reviews. With
even more features, it can be hard to imagine all that the SE400 has toeven more features, it can be hard to imagine all that the SE400 has to
offer. This Brother SE400 review will shed some light on the power thatoffer. This Brother SE400 review will shed some light on the power that
lies behind this multitasking machine.lies behind this multitasking machine.

Unlike the SE350, the SE400 comes with a handy USB port thatUnlike the SE350, the SE400 comes with a handy USB port that
enables users to download various embroidery patterns and stitches.enables users to download various embroidery patterns and stitches.
Additionally, the USB port utilized by the SE400 gives passionateAdditionally, the USB port utilized by the SE400 gives passionate
sewers and embroiderers the ability to update the amazing machinesewers and embroiderers the ability to update the amazing machine
whenever they choose.whenever they choose.

The incredible functionality of the Brother SE400 sewing machineThe incredible functionality of the Brother SE400 sewing machine
makes it a terrific value for its low to moderate price point. The widemakes it a terrific value for its low to moderate price point. The wide
variety of useful features and types of sewing projects that can bevariety of useful features and types of sewing projects that can be
performed with the SE400 make it comparable to many professionalperformed with the SE400 make it comparable to many professional
sewing and embroidery machines on the market.sewing and embroidery machines on the market.

Stitch PatternsStitch Patterns

Due to the fact that the Brother SE400 is a combination embroideryDue to the fact that the Brother SE400 is a combination embroidery
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and sewing machine, users can utilize a ton of stitches to successfullyand sewing machine, users can utilize a ton of stitches to successfully
accomplish either type of sewing. Unlike other machines with limitedaccomplish either type of sewing. Unlike other machines with limited
functionality, the SE400 comes equipped with 67 sewing and utilityfunctionality, the SE400 comes equipped with 67 sewing and utility
stitches. Some of the more popular stitching styles are: 1-stepstitches. Some of the more popular stitching styles are: 1-step
buttonholes, side cutter, straight, heirloom, zigzag, applique, eyelet,buttonholes, side cutter, straight, heirloom, zigzag, applique, eyelet,
and decorative. This is just a small sampling of the stitches availableand decorative. This is just a small sampling of the stitches available
with the SE400. Additionally, all of these stitches can be modified towith the SE400. Additionally, all of these stitches can be modified to
the user’s needs by simply adjusting the height or width, applying athe user’s needs by simply adjusting the height or width, applying a
mirror, and using the multi-directional or twin functions.mirror, and using the multi-directional or twin functions.

Users who enjoy embroidery and monogramming are sure to make useUsers who enjoy embroidery and monogramming are sure to make use
of the five letters and character fonts provided by the SE400 as well.of the five letters and character fonts provided by the SE400 as well.
There are also 10 styles of frame stitches to choose from that allow forThere are also 10 styles of frame stitches to choose from that allow for
many border options.many border options.

For embroidery purposes, it also comes with 70 embroidery designsFor embroidery purposes, it also comes with 70 embroidery designs
that are already built into the powerful machine. Some examples of thethat are already built into the powerful machine. Some examples of the
embroidery designs are: birds, animals, flowers, plants, and roses. Allembroidery designs are: birds, animals, flowers, plants, and roses. All
that is required to use the embroidery designs is simply choosing thethat is required to use the embroidery designs is simply choosing the
design pattern and following the step-by-step instructions that appeardesign pattern and following the step-by-step instructions that appear
on the LCD screen. On top of all that, the LCD screen even has aon the LCD screen. On top of all that, the LCD screen even has a
setting that tells how long each step will take.setting that tells how long each step will take.

Presser FeetPresser Feet

The variety of presser feet that come with Brother SE 400 are sure toThe variety of presser feet that come with Brother SE 400 are sure to
come in handy as well. The 8 easy to snap-on presser feet that comecome in handy as well. The 8 easy to snap-on presser feet that come
with the machine are:with the machine are:

  

ButtonholeButtonhole
ZipperZipper
OvercastingOvercasting
Blind stitchBlind stitch
MonogrammingMonogramming
Button fittingButton fitting
EmbroideryEmbroidery
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There are also three settings to adjust the presser feet height. An extraThere are also three settings to adjust the presser feet height. An extra
up option comes in very handy for sliding thicker fabrics underneathup option comes in very handy for sliding thicker fabrics underneath
the presser foot. Additionally, the zigzag foot utilizes a leveling buttonthe presser foot. Additionally, the zigzag foot utilizes a leveling button
which comes in handy when hemming denim material.which comes in handy when hemming denim material.

FeaturesFeatures

Not only does the SE400 use terrific technology for even stitching andNot only does the SE400 use terrific technology for even stitching and
thread delivery, but it also comes with automatic features that makethread delivery, but it also comes with automatic features that make
setting up the machine extremely easy and convenient push buttonsetting up the machine extremely easy and convenient push button
controls. More notable features are:controls. More notable features are:

Horizontal thread deliveryHorizontal thread delivery
Quick-set drop in bobbingQuick-set drop in bobbing
Feed dogs with seven contact pointsFeed dogs with seven contact points
Automatic needle threaderAutomatic needle threader
Upper thread and bobbin sensorsUpper thread and bobbin sensors
Programmable needleProgrammable needle
Speed control sliderSpeed control slider
Reverse and reinforcement stitch buttonReverse and reinforcement stitch button

Unlike machines of the past, the LCD touchscreen of the SE400 makesUnlike machines of the past, the LCD touchscreen of the SE400 makes
it extremely easy for users to adjust whatever settings they choose.it extremely easy for users to adjust whatever settings they choose.
Large icons also make directions and stitch patterns easy to see andLarge icons also make directions and stitch patterns easy to see and
reference.reference.
The embroidery capabilities of the Brother SE400 are impressive, andThe embroidery capabilities of the Brother SE400 are impressive, and
the setup of the machine makes it very easy to switch from regularthe setup of the machine makes it very easy to switch from regular
stitching to embroidery. All that is required to embroider with thestitching to embroidery. All that is required to embroider with the
machine is simply sliding on the embroidery unit that is included withmachine is simply sliding on the embroidery unit that is included with
the machine. Then, all that is left to do is placing the fabric in thethe machine. Then, all that is left to do is placing the fabric in the
embroidery frame, selecting the correct needle, and ensuring theembroidery frame, selecting the correct needle, and ensuring the
thread and embroidery presser foot are properly in place. Anthread and embroidery presser foot are properly in place. An
embroidery card slot is located on the side of the SE400 that enablesembroidery card slot is located on the side of the SE400 that enables
users to purchase and upload extra embroidery designs if they choose.users to purchase and upload extra embroidery designs if they choose.

Many people have been raving about the diverse functionality that thisMany people have been raving about the diverse functionality that this
all-in-one machine provides. Equipped with a USB port and embroideryall-in-one machine provides. Equipped with a USB port and embroidery
card reader, Brother has certainly embraced technology with thecard reader, Brother has certainly embraced technology with the
SE400. For such a moderate price, the Brother SE400 SE400. For such a moderate price, the Brother SE400 silai machinesilai machine
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 provides excellent functionality at an incredible value provides excellent functionality at an incredible value
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Although our agency is founded in 2018, our marketing roots go backAlthough our agency is founded in 2018, our marketing roots go back
to 2009. Ashish Bedi is a founder of DriftRankSeo, learned onlineto 2009. Ashish Bedi is a founder of DriftRankSeo, learned online
marketing by luck. After passing out as an IT graduate from Mumbaimarketing by luck. After passing out as an IT graduate from Mumbai
University in 2008. He tried his hand in software programming whichUniversity in 2008. He tried his hand in software programming which
lasted for 6 months. After programming, he tried his hand in onlinelasted for 6 months. After programming, he tried his hand in online
market research for 1 year & that was the point where magicmarket research for 1 year & that was the point where magic
happened. One of the colleagues sitting beside in his office bay washappened. One of the colleagues sitting beside in his office bay was
working as an SEO team Lead. He was the one who introduced Ashishworking as an SEO team Lead. He was the one who introduced Ashish
Bedi with SEO (online marketing) & how it works. After taking 3 monthsBedi with SEO (online marketing) & how it works. After taking 3 months
of training under him sitting extra hours in office he got basic idea ofof training under him sitting extra hours in office he got basic idea of
online marketing.online marketing.

He gave an interview for Resultrix which is a Digital Marketing agencyHe gave an interview for Resultrix which is a Digital Marketing agency
where he learnt how to handle clients across different industries,where he learnt how to handle clients across different industries,
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handling team, co-coordinating with  clients in terms meeting goals,handling team, co-coordinating with  clients in terms meeting goals,
keeping them updated what’s happening & so on.keeping them updated what’s happening & so on.

He was a part of online marketing team of different brands likeHe was a part of online marketing team of different brands like
Rediff.com, Bajaao.com, Dhflinsurance.com, Nectarsleep.com for moreRediff.com, Bajaao.com, Dhflinsurance.com, Nectarsleep.com for more
than 8 years. He’s career ranges from being in an in-house team tothan 8 years. He’s career ranges from being in an in-house team to
handling clients.handling clients.

Working across with different team in different companies. HeWorking across with different team in different companies. He
developed his own team which includes Web developers, Businessdeveloped his own team which includes Web developers, Business
developers, Designers, Content writers & internet marketers.developers, Designers, Content writers & internet marketers.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/drift-rank-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/drift-rank-
seo-6949seo-6949
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